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All about glass exhibition 12 November 2022–25 February 2023 

Set of exercises: Glass & light – Experiment at home or in school!

Glass comes alive with light

Light travels through glass. The most obvious example of this are windows, where glass can be so clear 
that you do not even notice it. Light bends as it passes through glass. The clearest way to see this is if the 
shape of glass is not flat, but e.g. convex, round or angular. The surface treatment and colour of the glass 
also affect the light passing through.

The interactive ‘All about glass’ (Kaikki lasista) exhibition was created in cooperation with the Finnish 
Glass Museum and Annantalo Arts Centre for Children and Young People. The exhibition is built around 
glass and its many dimensions. The following exercises include creative ways to test the way glass 
refracts light and how light penetrates glass in the spirit of the exhibition.

Let's see what light can do!
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Materials

The exercises can be carried out with everyday materials found at home. 

You need the following items:  

- various glass objects
- a light source
- a background for projecting
- a camera

Collect 5–10 different glass objects, preferably of different colours, shades, shapes (e.g. a drinking glass, 
bowl, vase, paper weight) and surface treatments (rough, smooth, cut, embossed, painted).

You will also need a lamp and some kind of background for projecting. You can use a conventional torch or 
a work light attached to the table with a clip.

You can project onto light paperboard, a sheet or the wall. Place the items on a table or similar flat 
surface and position the background behind it. Turn off all the other lights in the room.

You do not necessarily need to have a camera, but you can use it to document the most interesting 
results. You can use the camera on your phone for this.
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Exercise 1. Testing, testing!

 Place the lamp behind the object. What kind of projections can you see?

Try the light at different distances; how does the projection change?

What if there are several objects or light sources?
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Exercise 2. Guessing objects

Try placing different objects in front of the light. You can try to make the others guess which item you are using. 

Exercise 3. Light art

Try different objects, lights and combinations of them. Take a photo of the outcome. 

Exercise 4. Light and shadow theatre

Use objects to create characters that can be used to act out an event or story and perform it to the others.
A character can be a shadow or a reflection, or the entire story can be abstract.




